Datasets Available on OPENICPSR

Origins of Workers' Compensation

**Principal Investigator(s):** Price Fishback, University of Arizona; Shawn Kantor, Florida State University

**Summary:** These are a series of files associated with research on the origins of workers’ compensation that culminated in the book by Price Fishback and Shawn Kantor. A Prelude to the Welfare State. Chicago: University of Chicago Press. 2000.

[https://www.openicpsr.org/openicpsr/project/107361/version/V1/view](https://www.openicpsr.org/openicpsr/project/107361/version/V1/view)

New Deal Studies

**Principal Investigator(s):** Price Fishback, University of Arizona; Shawn Kantor, Florida State University

**Summary:** These are a series of data sets from our projects on the New Deal. For a survey of the projects, see Price Fishback. “How Successful Was the New Deal? The Microeconomic Impact of New Deal Spending and Lending Policies” *Journal of Economic Literature* 55(4) (December 2017): 1435-85.

[https://www.openicpsr.org/openicpsr/project/101199/version/V1/view](https://www.openicpsr.org/openicpsr/project/101199/version/V1/view)

Jaremski_Fishback

**Principal Investigator(s):** Matthew Jaremski, Colgate University, NBER; Price Fishback, University of Arizona, NBER

**Summary:** This is the replication package for Jaremski, Matthew, and Price V. Fishback. “Did Inequality in Farm Sizes Lead to Suppression of Banking and Credit in the Late Nineteenth Century?” *The Journal of Economic History* 78, no. 01 (March 1, 2018): 155–95. [https://doi.org/10.1017/S0022050718000062](https://doi.org/10.1017/S0022050718000062).

[https://www.openicpsr.org/openicpsr/project/100972/version/V1/view](https://www.openicpsr.org/openicpsr/project/100972/version/V1/view)

U.S. County-Level Natality and Mortality Data, 1915-2007

**Principal Investigator(s):** Martha Bailey; Karen Clay, Carnegie Mellon University; Price Fishback, University of Arizona; Michael Haines; Shawn Kantor, Florida State University; Edson Severini, Carnegie Mellon University; Anna Wentz, Brown University
**Project Description**

**Summary:** This dataset contains cells for counts of vital events by U.S. county and year from 1915-2007. Vital events include the live births, infant deaths, and all-age deaths. When sources allow, data are disaggregated by county of occurrence, county of residence, and race.


**Demand for Women Workers in World War II**

**Principal Investigator(s):** [View help for Principal Investigator(s)] Price Fishback, University of Arizona; Dina Shatnawi, Facebook

**Version:** [View help for Version] V1

To be Released 6/1/2019

[https://www.openicpsr.org/openicpsr/project/102281/version/V1/view](https://www.openicpsr.org/openicpsr/project/102281/version/V1/view)

**Effects of New Deal Spending and the Downturns of the 1930s on Private Labor Markets in 1939/1940,**

**Xing Liu and Price Fishback**

**Principal Investigator(s):** Xing Liu, Experian; Price Fishback, University of Arizona

This document describes the data sets and files we used for Liu, Xing and Price Fishback. Effects of New Deal Spending and the Downturns of the 1930s on Private Labor Markets in 1939/1940. January 2019.

To be Released 6/30/2019.

[https://www.openicpsr.org/openicpsr/project/107341/version/V1/view](https://www.openicpsr.org/openicpsr/project/107341/version/V1/view)

**Datasets Available at ICPSR**

**United States Agriculture Data, 1840 - 2012 (ICPSR 35206)**

**Version Date:** Aug 20, 2018 [View help for published]

[Cite this study](https://www.openicpsr.org/openicpsr/project/35206)
Principal Investigator(s): Michael Haines, Colgate University; Price Fishback, University of Arizona; Paul Rhode, University of Michigan

**Summary View help for Summary**
This collection includes county-level data from the United States Censuses of Agriculture for the years 1840 to 2012. The files provide data about the number, types, output, and prices of various agricultural products, as well as information on the amount, expenses, sales, values, and production of machinery. Most of the basic crop output data apply to the previous harvest year. Data collected also included the population and value of livestock, the number of animals slaughtered, and the size, type, and value of farms. Part 46 of this collection contains data from 1980 through 2010. Variables in part 46 include information such as the average value of farmland, number and value of buildings per acre, food services, resident population, composition of households, and unemployment rates.

https://www.icpsr.umich.edu/icpsrweb/ICPSR/studies/35206